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About This Game

Set against the backdrop of the Old World, two adventurers--both seasoned warriors--will quest across a Western Europe ablaze
with the turmoil of a newly begun Fourth Crusade. Denz, a holy Templar, and Esteban, a roguish mercenary, may have different

origins, but their motivations are the same: amidst the danger and despair of a new Crusade, to find the means to deliver
themselves from a terrible curse that threatens to consume their immortal souls.

Key Features

The Old World Burns - Embark on a contentious quest for retribution spanning five chapters and over 30 missions that
promises to bring fire, death, and destruction to the great cities of medieval Europe.

A Templar Cursed - Transform the world around you into a flaming red vision of Hell, increasing your strength and
your ability to perceive hidden things, all at the expense of your humanity.
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Brotherhood of Steel - Split-screen or online, recruit a friend to assume control of the thief, Esteban, to join in the
excitement of shared adventure.

Intense, visceral 3rd-person action - Easy to grasp yet deep in its execution, a weapon-based combat engine features
over 90 combos, dozens of weapons, and a timing-based counter system.
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Title: The Cursed Crusade
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Kylotonn Entertainment, dtp
Publisher:
ATLUS USA, 1C-SoftClub, DTP Entertainment
Release Date: 14 Oct, 2011
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English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Polish
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I hate it because it is so lagy
. Really promising but ultimately dissatisfying.
The mechanics are fun (minesweeper + Dungelot). However, there is no goal. There is no progression, no unlocks, and no end.
You just keep going until you die. You eventually find some rotting testicles (yep .. ) and "bring them deeper" -- they levitate
down to the next floor. And that's it.
It's too bad because the game is pretty, interesting from a mechanical standpoint, and definitely could fit into this niche genre.
But I have to pass.

Also, there are lots of spelling and grammar errors. The dev has said they intend to work on correcting them over time.
Finally, here is a game that really COULD have benefited from some community feedback through early access.. I thought this
was the Locomotive. People who don't like casual Apps (apps, not actual games) like this are the type of people that don't
actually understand how fun it is to engage in such menial tasks, which often prove themselves the much needed break from the
softcore games which many gamers delve into proclaiming they're hardcore to begin with. It's not meant to be a
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ly difficult auto-confirm combo, button mashing, min-maxing, ♥♥♥♥♥torm with a playerbase boasting skill
where it lacks such skill entirely.

The features in this game clearly state where it's coming and going...
Humorous comic style
Individual character creation
Funny missions
PvP against other stars
GvG against other studios
Sexy outfits and accessoires

It's a casual game, free to play, enjoyable by the laughs alone. Anyone with half a mind can plainly see it's 95% satire and 5%
poking fun at everyone that would claim this game sucks.

All in all, I love it; the missions are simple, the "PvP" is straightforward, the level up and stat boosting process are clean. Ideally
I'd like to see some form of alternate animation other than full cell movement, different sounds, and perhaps a UI that allows
resolution changes to fit your window (often the lower portion of mine is clipped). It has a Pay-to-Win system in place that's
pretty obvious, and otherwise does not suggest it isn't that type of game; alone in its transparency I would like to add if you're
angry at the App for being pay-to-win, you've lost yourself to ego.

I'm not one for pixel nudity to be honest, so this and Hero Zero are contending for my attention between games.

It's something to do while you're waiting for other stuff, and is a great background game that requires minimal attention, and can
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satiate that "Completionist" need from time to time. There are much worse games out there than this one...much, much worse..
It's kind of like Tetris with buildings. Place your structures the best way possible for maximum points!. Haven't played the first
one, didn't know there was one until I bought this second one and was waiting for it.. ...The Game seems amazing, I was not
expecting the intro to be like it was(AWesome).. Which is why I am giving it a +1 thumbs up; and also in hopes that a mouse
smoothing setting is added to turn Off or change this so That it is more playable.. ..I'm sure I can do something to turn off
mouse smoothing outside of the game solely for this game.. But atm..No luck with it. PLEASE add a mouse smothing setting in
game options.. Played a demo of this many moons ago on a CD that came free with PC Zone. Loved the demo despite not
having a clue what to do and finding the game extremely difficult.

I've been wanting to give the full thing a go for many years and finally got round to it, completing it today. It has an extremely
steep learning curve and until you get your hands on some weapons and some money it's extremely difficult (even on easy!) but
once you get going there's a really well made FPS here with some great RPG elements, good level design and an entertaining
story. It's showing its age but is a far cry from the by the books, cover shooter FPS games we see today. Well worth persisting
with.
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I guess it's just boring... It's a bit interesting in the beginning but then it just begins to be repetitive over and over again every
single day.
I look forward to new additions in the future that hopefully will add more functionality but at the current state, it's a no-go..
\udb40\udc21. Really great game with a great soundtrack, got stuck at 6-X for a bit but I managed.

Here's hoping I can complete the speed trials!

-CB. as an ex tank gunner i can say this is rubbish. Well, the menu shows up and my controllers show up, but there's no way to
select a character. There's no pointer or anything. All I can do is wave my arms around and flip my flashlight on and off. Not
very fun.. I played through to completion. I bought the game for $2. I would rather have the $2.

You can find this game as a browser ap for $0 if you want to try it out. You will find in 20 minutes that you have seen the entire
game. To reach the end you either have to 1) Grind like crazy playing the same levels over-and-over. 2) Jiggle the bits in ram to
skip the grind. Even if you opt for option 2 like I did you will still find the game is a dull grind fest.. Played for 16 mins, I wish I
could get that time back.. I requested a refund. I expected to get this game just for laughs, but its not even good for that.. I met
the team at PAX East in Boston great group of people and it shows in how much team work went in to this game. This game is a
breath ofd fresh air in a world thats gecoing stedfast with clones and remakes. To all the team at Playmind Thank You, Loved
the game when I played the demo and now that I have it I cant wait to playthrough the whole game.

P.S. Limited Run Games would that be a maybe???
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